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On this webpage, you can find the complete menu of Tim's Table from Hertsmere. Currently, there are 19
courses and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant

directly. You can also contact them through their website. What Keith Gray likes about Tim's Table:
First time at this restaurant. We were going to see a show at Radlett so decided to try .Very impressed. The food
was lovely and cooked so well.The service was good Will definitely go back..It would be nice to go back when we

have more...time to maybe have a coffee etc,as we only had time for a starter and main . read more. The
premises on site are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations,

Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and be served. What Vanessa Williams doesn't
like about Tim's Table:

Service appalling, hors d'oeuvres and soup came together.We were rushed to order and the dishes we slung on
the table. When asked if the table cloth could be changed due to some food spillage they did so very

reluctantly.The portions were very small although the...food was not bad.For £67 per couple with a only a pot of
Chinese tea and no other drinks it was not value ,would not go again. read more. In Tim's Table from Hertsmere,

expect versatile, scrumptious Chinese cuisine that's authentically cooked in a wok, Furthermore, the
customers of the restaurant enjoy the extensive variety of the differing coffee and tea specialities that the

establishment has available.
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Appet�er�
SATAY

Mai� course�
RIBS

Ric� Dishe�
EGG FRIED RICE

Soup
HOT AND SOUR SOUP

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Sata�
CHICKEN SATAY

Cereal�
STARTER

Coffe�
COFFEE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
NOODLES

SOUP

ICE CREAM

LAMB

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
TRAVEL

COCONUT

BEEF

EGG

CHICKEN

DUCK
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